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Abstract
Formalized study of self-assembly has led to the definition of the tile assembly model [Erik Winfree, Algorithmic self-assembly
of DNA, Ph.D. Thesis, Caltech, Pasadena, CA, June 1998; Paul Rothemund, Erik Winfree, The program-size complexity of self-
assembled squares, in: ACM Symposium on Theory of Computing, STOC02, Montreal, Quebec, Canada, 2001, pp. 459–468].
Research has identified two issues at the heart of self-assembling systems: the number of steps it takes for an assembly to complete,
assuming maximum parallelism, and the minimal number of tiles necessary to assemble a shape. In this paper, I define the notion
of a tile assembly system that computes a function, and tackle these issues for systems that compute the sum and product of two
numbers. I demonstrate constructions of such systems with optimal Θ(1) distinct tile types and prove the assembly time is linear
in the size of the input.
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1. Introduction
Self-assembly is a crucial process by which systems form in nature on all scales. Atoms self-assemble to form
molecules, molecules to form compounds, and stars and planets to form galaxies. One aspect of self-assembly is
crystal growth: molecules self-assembling to form crystals. Crystal growth is an interesting area of research for
computer scientists because it has been shown that, in theory, under careful control crystals can compute [23]. The
field of DNA computation demonstrates that DNA can be used to compute [3], solving NP-complete problems such
as the satisfiability problem [10,7]. Winfree showed that DNA computation is Turing-universal [22]. While DNA
computation suffers from relatively high error rates, the study of self-assembly shows how to utilize redundancy for
error correction [21,9,12,18]. Researchers have used DNA to assemble crystals with patterns of binary counters [11]
and Sierpinski triangles [17].
Two important questions about self-assembling systems that create shapes or compute functions are: “What is a
minimal tile set that can accomplish this goal?” and “What is the minimum assembly time for this system?” Here, I
will ask these questions for systems that compute the sum and product of two numbers.
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Adleman has emphasized studying the number of steps it takes for an assembly to complete (assuming maximum
parallelism) and the minimal number of tiles necessary to assemble a shape [4]. He answered these questions for
n-long linear polymers. Here, I will extend these questions to apply to systems that compute functions, rather than
assemble shapes.
Adleman proposed studying the complexity of tile systems that can uniquely produce n × n squares. A series of
researchers proceeded to answer the questions: “What is a minimal tile set that can assemble such shapes?” and “What
is the assembly time for these systems?” They showed that the minimal tile set is of size Θ( log nlog log n ) and the optimal
assembly time is Θ(n) [19,2,5]. A key issue related to assembling squares is the assembly of small binary counters,
which theoretically can have as few as seven tile types [13].
While the constructions in this paper are in some ways analogous to traditional computer programs, and their
running times are polynomially related to the running times of Turing machines, Baryshnikov et al. began the study of
fundamental limits on the time required for a self-assembly system to compute functions [8]. They consider models
of molecular self-assembly and apply Markov models to show lower limits on assembly times.
Researchers have also studied variations of the traditional tile assembly model. Aggarwal et al. and Kao et al.
have shown that changing the temperature of assembly from a constant throughout the assembly process to a discrete
function reduces the minimal tile set that can build an n × n square to a size Θ(1) tile set [1,15].
Barish et al. have demonstrated a DNA implementation of a tile system that copies an input and counts in binary
[11]. Similarly, Rothemund et al. have demonstrated a DNA implementation of a tile system that computes the xor
function, resulting in a Sierpinski triangle [17]. These systems grow crystals using double-crossover complexes [14]
as tiles. The theoretical underpinnings of these systems are closely related to the work presented here because these
systems compute functions, although in both cases these systems have a single input (xor is computed on consecutive
bits of the input), while my systems have two inputs.
All systems presented here use a number of components polynomial in the input to solve computational problems.
Some experimental work [3,7] has shown that it is possible to work with an exponential number of components. It is
feasible to consider extending my results presented here to explore solving NP-complete problems or other problems
for which we do not know of polynomial-time algorithms.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows: Section 1.1 will describe in detail the tile assembly model, Section 2
will describe and analyze systems that compute the sum and product of numbers, and Section 3 will summarize the
contributions of this work.
1.1. Tile assembly model
The tile assembly model [23,19] is a formal model of crystal growth. It was designed to model self-assembly of
molecules such as DNA. It is a partial extension of a model proposed by Wang [20]. The model was fully defined by
Rothemund and Winfree [19], but I will restate some useful definitions here to assist the reader. Intuitively, the model
has tiles or squares that stick or do not stick together based on various binding domains on their four sides. Each tile
has a binding domain on its north, east, south, and west side, and may stick to another tile when the binding domains
on the abutting sides of those tiles match and the total strength of all the binding domains on that tile exceeds the
current temperature. The four binding domains define the type of the tile. While this definition does not allow tiles to
rotate, it is essentially equivalent to a system with rotating tiles.
Formally, let Σ be a finite alphabet of binding domains such that null ∈ Σ . A tile over a set of binding domains
Σ is a 4-tuple 〈σN , σE , σS , σW 〉 ∈ Σ 4. A position is an element of Z2. The set of directions D = {N , E, S,W } is a
set of four functions from positions to positions, i.e. Z2 to Z2 such that for all positions (x, y), N (x, y) = (x, y + 1),
E(x, y) = (x + 1, y), S(x, y) = (x, y − 1), W (x, y) = (x − 1, y). The positions (x, y) and (x ′, y′) are neighbors iff
∃d ∈ D such that d(x, y) = (x ′, y′). For a tile t , for d ∈ D, I will refer to bdd(t) as the binding domain of tile t on
d’s side. A special tile empty = 〈null, null, null, null〉 represents the absence of all other tiles.
A strength function g : Σ × Σ → R, where g is commutative and ∀σ ∈ Σ , g(null, σ ) = 0, denotes the strength
of the binding domains. It is common to assume that g(σ, σ ′) = 0 ⇐⇒ σ 6= σ ′. This simplification of the model
implies that the abutting binding domains of two tiles have to match to bind. For the remainder of this paper, I will
use g = 1 to mean ∀σ 6= null g(σ, σ ) = 1 and ∀σ ′ 6= σ g(σ, σ ′) = 0.
Let T be a set of tiles containing the empty tile. A configuration of T is a function A : Z × Z → T . I write
(x, y) ∈ A iff A(x, y) 6= empty. A is finite iff there is only a finite number of distinct positions (x, y) ∈ A.
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Finally, a tile system S is a triple 〈T, g, τ 〉, where T is a finite set of tiles containing empty, g is a strength function,
and τ ∈ N is the temperature.
If A is a configuration, then within system S, a tile t can attach to A at position (x, y) and produce a new
configuration A′ iff:
• (x, y) /∈ A, and
• ∑d∈D g(bdd(t), bdd−1(A(d(x, y)))) ≥ τ , and• ∀(u, v) ∈ Z2, (u, v) 6= (x, y)⇒ A′(u, v) = A(u, v), and
• A′(x, y) = t .
That is, a tile can attach to a configuration only in empty positions and only if the total strength of the appropriate
binding domains on the tiles in neighboring positions meets or exceeds the temperature τ . For example, if g = 1 and
τ = 2 then a tile t can attach only at positions with matching binding domains on the tiles in at least two adjacent
positions.
Given a tile system S = 〈T, g, τ 〉, a set of tiles Γ , and a seed configuration S : Z2 → Γ , if the above conditions
are satisfied, one may attach tiles of T to S. Configurations produced by repeated attachments of tiles from T are said
to be produced by S on S. If this process terminates, then the configuration achieved when no more attachments are
possible is called the final configuration. At some times, it may be possible for more than one tile to attach at a given
position, or there may be more than one position where a tile can attach. If for all sequences of tile attachments, all
possible final configurations are identical, then S is said to produce a unique final configuration on S.
Let S = 〈T, g, τ 〉, and let S0 be a seed configuration such that S produces a unique final configuration F on S0.
Let W0 ⊆ 2T×Z2 be the set of all tile–position pairs 〈t, (x, y)〉 such that t can attach to S0 at (x, y). Let S1 be the
configuration produced by adding all the elements of W0 to S0 in one time step. Define W1,W2, . . . and S2, S3, . . .
similarly. Let n be the smallest natural number such that Sn ≡ F . Then n is the assembly time of S on S0 to produce
F .
I allow the codomain of S to be Γ , a set of tiles which may be different from T . The reason is that I will study
systems that compute functions using minimal sets T ; but the seed, which has to code for the input of the function,
may contain more distinct tiles than there are in T . Therefore, I wish to keep the two sets separate. Note that, at any
temperature τ , it takes Θ(n) distinct tiles to assemble an arbitrary n-bit input such that each tile codes for exactly one
of the bits.
Winfree has shown that the tile assembly model with τ = 2 is Turing-universal [23] by showing that a tile system
can simulate Wang tiles [20], which Robinson has shown to be universal [16]. Adleman et al. have shown that the tile
assembly model with τ = 1 is Turing-universal [6].
2. Adder and multiplier
Intuitively, in order for a tile system to compute a function f : N → N, if the seed encodes a number a ∈ N
then the tile system should produce a unique final configuration which encodes f (a). (Note that one may define a
notion of non-deterministic computation that does not require a unique final configuration, instead taking advantage
of non-determinism in the tile system.) To allow configurations to encode numbers, I will designate each tile as a 1
tile or a 0 tile and define an ordering on the positions of the tiles. The i th bit of a is 1 iff the tile in the i th position
of the seed configuration is a 1 tile (note that empty will almost always be a 0 tile). I will also require that the seed
contains tiles coding for bits of a and no more than a constant number of extraneous tiles. The final configuration may
have an alternative ordering of the positions. Formally, let Γ and T be sets of tiles. Let ∆ be the set of all possible
seed configurations S : Z2 → Γ , and let Ξ be the set of all possible finite configurations C : Z2 → Γ ∪ T . Let
v : Γ ∪ T → {0, 1} code each tile as a 1 tile or a 0 tile and let os, o f : N → Z2 be two injections. Let the seed
encoding function es : ∆ → N map a seed S to a number such that es(S) = ∑∞i=0 2iv(S(os(i))) if and only if
for no more than a constant number of (x, y) not in the image of os , (x, y) ∈ S. Let the answer encoding function
e f : Ξ → N map a configuration F to a number such that e f (F) =∑∞i=0 2iv(F(o f (i))).
Let S = 〈T, g, τ 〉 be a tile system. I say that S computes a function f : N→ N iff for all a ∈ N there exists a seed
configuration S such that S produces a unique final configuration F on S and es(S) = a and e f (F) = f (a).
By a similar approach, I define a tile system that can compute a function of two variables. Let os1 , os2 : N → Z2
be two injections. Let the seed encoding functions es1 , es2 : ∆ → N map a seed S to a number such that
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Fig. 1. A step-configuration (a), an L-configuration (b), and a configuration that is neither a step-configuration nor an L-configuration (c). A step-
configuration has no holes and consists of a finite number of consecutive rows, such that each row has the same rightmost position and is shorter
than the row below it. An L-configuration is a special case of a step-configuration and looks like the mirror image of the letter L.
es1(S) =
∑∞
i=0 2iv(S(os1(i))) and es2(S) =
∑∞
i=0 2iv(S(os2(i))) iff for no more than a constant number of (x, y)
not in the union of the images of os1 and os2 , (x, y) ∈ S. Then I say that S computes a function f : N2 → N iff
for all a1, a2 ∈ N there exists a seed configuration S such that S produces a unique final configuration F on S and
es1(S) = a1 and es2(S) = a2 and e f (F) = f (a1, a2).
In the remainder of this paper I will examine adders, systems that compute f (a, b) = a + b; and multipliers,
systems that compute f (a, b) = ab. I require adder and multiplier systems to encode their inputs in binary. I could
ask each input number to have a unique tile (|Γ | = Θ(2n), for n-bit inputs) and a unique tile for every possible pair
of inputs (|T | = Θ(2n)). Such a system would compute in Θ(1) time. However, in implementing such a system one
would need exponentially many different types of tiles (e.g. molecules), which would make the problem intractable.
I choose, as is common in computer science, to look at systems that limit the number of components (|Γ | + |T |) to
be polynomial in the size of the input. In most of the constructions presented here (all but one), |Γ | = Θ(1). I will
present systems with small constants and show their running time is linear in the input size.
2.1. Tile system configurations
In this section, I will prove three lemmas that will later be useful in studying tile systems.
Let A be a configuration. A is a step-configuration iff ∃ymin, ymax, xmax ∈ Z such that all of the following are true:
• ∀x, y ∈ Z such that y < ymin or y > ymax, (x, y) /∈ A, and
• ∀x, y ∈ Z such that x > xmax, (x, y) /∈ A, and
• ∀x, y ∈ Z, ∃ky ∈ N such that:
. ky ≤ ky−1, and
. x ≤ xmax − ky ⇒ (x, y) /∈ A, and
. xmax − ky < x ≤ xmax ⇒ (x, y) ∈ A.
Intuitively, a step-configuration has no holes and consists of a finite number of consecutive rows such that each
row has the same rightmost position and is no longer than the row below it. Fig. 1(a) and (b) show examples of a
step-configurations and Fig. 1(c) shows an example of a configuration that is not a step-configuration.
Let A be a configuration. A is an L-configuration iff ∃ymin, ymax, xmin, xmax ∈ Z such that ymin ≤ y ≤ ymax and
xmin ≤ x ≤ xmax ⇐⇒ (x, ymin) ∈ A and (xmax, y) ∈ A. Intuitively, an L-configuration looks like a mirror image of
the letter L. Clearly, an L-configuration is a step-configuration. Fig. 1(b) shows an example of an L-configuration.
Lemma 2.1 (Step Configuration Lemma). Let S = 〈T, g, τ 〉 be a tile system such that g = 1 and τ = 2. Let Γ be
a set of tiles and let S : Z2 → Γ be a seed step-configuration. All configurations produced by S on S are step-
configurations.
Proof (By Induction over Tile Addition). The base case is trivial because the seed configuration is assumed to be a
step-configuration. Now, assume that you have a step-configuration A and add the next tile to produce A′. Since all
the binding domains are of strength 1, and τ = 2 a tile may only attach if it is adjacent to τ or more tiles in A. Thus
possible places to attach are “corners” of A, or places at the end of a non-empty row that have a longer row below it.
That is, a tile may attach at (x, y) iff (x, y) /∈ A and (x + 1, y) ∈ A and (x, y − 1) ∈ A. Therefore, ky−1 > ky and
since only one tile is added, after the addition ky−1 ≥ ky . Therefore A′ is a step-configuration. 
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Lemma 2.2 (Unique Final Configuration Lemma). Let S = 〈T, g, τ 〉 be a tile system such that g = 1 and τ = 2. Let
Γ be a set of tiles and let S : Z2 → Γ be a seed step-configuration. If ∀t ∈ T the pair (bds(t), bde(t)) is unique then
S produces a unique final configuration on S.
Proof. First of all, because τ = 2 and g = 1, a tile may only attach if it has two neighbors, and thus the configuration
will never grow larger than the bounding box of S, so there will be a final configuration. Second, by Lemma 2.1,
whenever a tile attaches, it will attach to a step-configuration, and thus the only positions at which it can attach will
have the south and east neighbors available for binding. Since τ = 2 both of them have to be available, and since
the pair (bdS(t), bdE (t)) is unique for each tile t , only one type of tile may attach at every given (x, y) position.
Therefore, the final configuration is unique. 
Corollary 2.1 (Unique Final Configuration Corollary). Let S = 〈T, g, τ 〉 be a tile system such that g = 1 and τ = 2.
Let Γ be a set of tiles and let S : Z2 → Γ be a seed L-configuration but with the corner south east tile missing and
let the binding domains neighboring that corner be null. Then if ∀t ∈ T , the pair (bds(t), bde(t)) is unique then S
produces a unique final configuration on S.
Proof. Since the binding domains neighboring the south east corner are null, no tile can attach there. By Lemma 2.2,
the rest of the seed configuration produces a unique final configuration. Thus S produces a unique final configuration
on S. 
Lemma 2.3 (Assembly Time Lemma). Let S = 〈T, g, τ 〉 be a tile system such that g = 1 and τ = 2. Let Γ be a set of
tiles, let S : Z2 → Γ be a seed L-configuration, and let xmax and ymax be the lengths of the bottom row and rightmost
column of S, respectively. If ∀t ∈ T the pair (bds(t), bde(t)) is unique then S produces a unique final configuration
on S. If that final configuration is the complete xmax × ymax rectangle, then the assembly time is Θ(xmax + ymax).
Proof. S produces a unique final configuration on S by Lemma 2.2. Let that configuration be F . Assume F is the
complete xmax by ymax rectangle. Without loss of generality, assume xmax ≥ ymax. It is clear that, at first, only a single
tile may attach to S, in the corner position. After that tile attaches, there are two new corner positions that may have a
tile attach. And so on, for the first ymax time steps, during the i th time step exactly i tiles may attach. After that, for
the next xmax − ymax time steps, exactly ymax tiles may attach per step. Finally, for the last ymax steps, on the j th time
step, exactly ymax − j tiles may attach. The resulting configuration is the xmax × ymax rectangle, and the assembly
time is ymax + xmax steps. 
Corollary 2.2 (Assembly Time Corollary). Let S = 〈T, g, τ 〉 be a tile system such that g = 1 and τ = 2. Let Γ be a
set of tiles, let S : Z2 → Γ be a seed L-configuration but with a single tile missing: the corner tile and let the binding
domains neighboring that corner be null, and let xmax and ymax be the lengths of the bottom row and rightmost column
of S. If ∀t ∈ T the pair (bds(t), bde(t)) is unique then, S produces a unique final configuration on S. If that final
configuration is the (almost) complete xmax × ymax rectangle (missing only the same single corner as S), then the
assembly time is Θ(xmax + ymax).
Proof. By Corollary 2.1, S produces a unique final configuration on S. By Lemma 2.3, the assembly time is
Θ(xmax + ymax). 
Let a =∑i 2iai where ai ∈ {0, 1}. I will often say biti (a) or the i th bit of a to mean ai , so the indexing of the bits
starts at 0. I will also say cbiti (a, b) or the i th carry bit of a + b to mean 1 iff the sum of ai−1, bi−1, and cbiti−1(a, b)
is greater than or equal to 2. Formally, cbit0(a, b) = 0 and cbiti (a, b) = bit1(ai−1 + bi−1 + cbiti−1(a, b)).
2.2. Adder tile systems
In this section, I will first discuss a small tile system that computes f (x, y) = x+ y usingΘ(1) distinct tiles, I will
second show a system that uses Θ(n) tiles but presents important ideas, and finally, I will introduce a new concept to
simplify that system to use only Θ(1) tiles.
For some tile systems and some seeds, tiles will attach only when certain neighbors are present. I call the sides of
the tile that attach to these neighbors the “input” sides. I call the other sides the “output” sides. For example, given a
tile system 〈T, 1, 2〉 and a step seed configuration, tiles will only attach to a configuration at a position if the east and
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Fig. 2. Tile system S+8 computes the function f (a, b) = a + b. The tiles have three input sides (east, north, and south) and one output side (west)
(a). Each tile is labeled with a 1 or a 0 to assist the reader with reading the encoding v8. There are eight tiles in the system (b). Given a sample
input of b = 1000102 = 34 and a = 110112 = 27 (c), with 34 on top row and 27 on the bottom row, the system fills the row in the middle with
a + b = 1111012 = 61 to produce the unique final configuration (d). Note that the least significant digit is on the right. Also note that the inputs
are padded with extra 0 tiles in the most significant bit places because the sum of two n-bit numbers may be as large as n + 1 bits.
south neighbors of that position are in the configuration. The east and south sides of these tiles are the input sides and
the west and north sides are the output sides. The input sides determine which tile attaches to a configuration now, and
the output sides determine which tiles may attach later.
2.2.1. Eight-tile adder
Theorem 2.1. Let Σ8 = {0, 1}, g8 = 1, τ8 = 3, and T8 be a set of tiles over Σ8 as described in Fig. 2(b). Then
S+8 = 〈T8, g8, τ8〉 computes the function f (a, b) = a + b.
Intuitively, S+8 has eight tiles with the east, north, and south sides as the input sides and the west side as the output
side, outputting 1 iff the sum of the inputs is at least 2. Note that I do not formally define the tiles of T because it is
easiest to read their descriptions from Fig. 2(b).
To encode the answer, the type of the tile is determined by the sum of the inputs, mod 2. Fig. 2(a) shows the
concept behind the tiles, and Fig. 2(b) shows the eight tiles for all possible 0 and 1 binding domains for the three input
sides. The 1 or 0 in the middle of the tile t is that tile’s v8(t) value.
Fig. 2(c) shows a sample seed configuration which encodes two numbers in binary: 1000102 = 34, 110112 = 27.
Number 34 is encoded on the top row and number 27 is encoded on the bottom row. There are five tiles in Γ8, the 1
and 0 tiles for each of the two inputs, and the single starter tile on the right side. Note that at the start, only one tile
may attach to this configuration because τ8 = 3. Fig. 2(d) shows the final configuration for the example of 34 + 27,
with the solution encoded on the center row. The row reads 1111012 which is 61 = 34+ 27.
Because the sum of two n-bit numbers may be as large as n + 1 bits, each of the two inputs needs to be padded to
be n + 1 bits long with extra 0 tiles.
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Consider the tile system S+8. Let a and b be the numbers to add and let na and nb be the
sizes, in bits, of a and b, respectively. Let n = max(na, nb). For all i ∈ N and let ai , bi ∈ {0, 1} such that a =∑i 2iai
and b =∑i 2ibi .
Let Γ8 = {α0 = 〈0, null, null, null〉, α1 = 〈1, null, null, null〉, β0 = 〈null, null, 0, null〉, β1 = 〈null, null, 1, null〉,
γ = 〈null, null, null, 0〉}. Let the seed configuration S : Z2 → Γ8 be such that
• S(1, 0) = γ ,
• ∀i = 0, . . . , n, S(−i,−1) = αai ,
• ∀i = 0, . . . , n, S(−i, 1) = βbi , and
• for all other (x, y) ∈ Z2, S(x, y) = empty.
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It is clear that there is only a single position where a tile may attach to S. It is also clear that after that tile attaches
there will only be a single position where a tile may attach. By induction, because ∀t ∈ T8 the triplet 〈bdS(t),
bdE (t), bdN (t)〉 is unique, and because τ8 = 3, it follows that S produces a unique final configuration on S. Let that
configuration be F .
For all 0 ≤ i ≤ n, S and F agree on (−i,−1) and (−i, 1). Therefore, bdN (F(−i,−1)) = ai and bdS(F(−i , 1)) =
bi . I will now show, by induction, that v(F(−i , 0)) = biti (a + b) and bdW (F(−i , 0)) = cbiti+1(a, b).
From the definition of S, bdW (F(1, 0)) is 0 = cbit0(a, b). Now I assume that bdW (F(−(i − 1), 0)) = cbiti (a, b)
and show that bdW (F(−i, 0)) = cbiti+1(a, b) and v(F(−i, 0)) = biti (a + b). Let t = F(−i, 0). The value v(t) is
xor(bdN (t), bdE (t), bdS(t)). Since t binds with strength 3, bdN (t) = bdS(F(−i, 1)), bdE (t) = bdW (F(−(i−1), 0)),
bdS(t) = bdN (F(−i,−1)), so v(t) is the xor of ai , bi , and cbiti (a, b). The i th bit of a + b is exactly that xor. The
binding domain bdW (t) is defined as 1 if at least two of ai , bi , and cbiti (a, b) are 1 and 0 otherwise. That is exactly
the definition of cbiti+1(a, b).
Thus, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, v(F(−i, 0)) = biti (a + b). It is clear that those are the only tiles of T in F . For all j ∈ N,
let os1( j) = (− j,−1), os2( j) = (− j, 1), and o f ( j) = (− j, 0). Because a + b is no longer then n + 1 bits, it follows
that S+8 computes f (a, b) = a + b. 
The logic of the system is identical to a series of one-bit full adders. Each solution tile takes in a bit from each of
the inputs on the north and south sides and a carry bit from the previous solution tile on the east side, and outputs the
next carry bit on the west side. Because τ8 = 3, only a tile with three neighbors may attach at any time, and therefore,
no tile may attach until its right neighbor has. Thus the assembly time for this system is n steps to add two n-bit
numbers. Note that |Γ8| = 5 and |T8| = 8.
2.2.2. L-configuration adder
I now present an adder tile system that uses Θ(n) tile types to compute, but builds on L-shape seed configurations.
This adder will use the two sides of the L-configuration to encode inputs, and produce its output on the top row of an
almost complete rectangle. Therefore, systems could chain computations together, using the output of this computation
as an input to another computation.
Theorem 2.2. For all n ∈ N, let Σn = {0, 1} ∪ {#i |i = 0, 1, . . . , n}, gn = 1, τn = 2, and Tn be a set of tiles over Σn
as described in Fig. 3(b). Then S+n = 〈Tn, gn, τn〉 computes the function f (a, b) = a + b for all a, b < 2n .
Let na and nb be the sizes, in bits, of a and b, respectively, and let n = max(na, nb). Intuitively, S+n adds a and b
using Θ(n) distinct tile types. One of the input numbers, a, is coded on the bottom row and the second input number,
b, on the rightmost column of an L-configuration. The adder adds one bit of b to a in each row. The i th bit has to be
added in the i th column, and the system uses the Θ(n) tiles to count down to the correct position. Each tile has two
input sides (south and east) and two output sides (north and west). The north side is the value of the tile and the west
side is the carry bit. The tile descriptions are easiest to read from Fig. 3(b).
To encode the answer, the type of the tile is determined by the sum of the inputs, mod 2. Fig. 3(a) shows the
concepts behind the tiles, and Fig. 3(b) shows the actual tiles (but only some of the counting tiles) for n ≥ 99. The 1
or 0 in the middle of the tile t is that tile’s v(t) value.
Fig. 3(c) shows a sample seed configuration which encodes two numbers in binary: 10101112 = 87, 1011012 = 45.
Number 87 is encoded on the bottom row and number 45 is encoded on the column. There are up to n + 3 tiles in
Γn , the 1 and 0 tiles for the row input, the 0 tile for the column input, and up to n distinct tiles for the 1 bits of the
column input. Note that at the start, only one tile may attach to this configuration because τn = 2 and there is only a
single corner. By Corollary 2.1, S+n produces a unique final configuration. Fig. 3(d) shows the final configuration for
the example of 87+ 45, with the solution encoded on the top row. The row reads 100001002 which is 132 = 87+ 35.
Again, because the sum of two n-bit numbers may be as large as n + 1 bits, the row input needs to be padded with
a single extra 0 tile as its most significant bit. The column input does not need this padding.
Each row adds a single bit of the column input at the correct location. Theorem 2.2 follows from the logic of the
tiles (I do not bother to formally prove it here because the purpose of this system is to display ideas useful in designing
later systems). By Corollary 2.2, the assembly time for adding two n-bit numbers isΘ(n) steps. Note that |Γn| = n+3
and |Tn| = 2n + 6.
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Fig. 3. Tile system S+n computes the function f (a, b) = a + b and uses Θ(n) distinct tile types. The tiles have two input sides (east and south)
and two output sides (west and north). The north side is the value of the bit, and the east side is the carry bit (a). Each tile is labeled with a 1 or
a 0 to assist the reader with reading the encoding v. There are 2n + 6 tiles in the system (b). Given a sample input of a = 10101112 = 87, and
b = 1011012 = 45 (c), with 87 on the bottom row and 45 on the rightmost column, the system fills the rectangle in the middle by adding a single
bit of b in each row. The top row reads the solution: a + b = 100001002 = 132. Note that the least significant digit is on the right and that the
color is purely to help the reader track tiles; the tiles themselves have no sense of color. Also note that the row input a has an extra 0 tile in the most
significant bit place because the sum of two n-bit numbers may be as large as n + 1 bits. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
2.2.3. L-configuration constant-tile adder
I now modify the adder that acts on L-configurations to only use Θ(1) tiles to compute by invoking an idea of
sandwiching tiles, which will be important in constructing a multiplier system. As before, this adder will produce its
output on the top row of a rectangle and allow the chaining of computations.
Theorem 2.3. Let Σ16 = {0, 1, #0, #1, ∗0, ∗1}, g16 = 1, τ16 = 2, and T16 be a set of tiles over Σ16 as described in
Fig. 4(b). Then S+16 = 〈T16, g16, τ16〉 computes the function f (a, b) = a + b.
Intuitively, S+16 adds two n-bit numbers using 16 tiles. While the previous adder used i tiles to count down to the
i th position, this tile system will use a constant number of tiles to find that position. It is easy to imagine how to create
a tile system that finds the i th position in the i th row (or just builds a diagonal line). The key to S+16 is to make one
system compute both, the diagonal line and the sum, by using a technique related to tile-sandwiching. A sandwich
tile [6] is a tile which is essentially made up of two tiles. Suppose a set of tiles A over ΣA constructs a diagonal line
and a set of tiles B over ΣB ensures that red tiles only attach to blue tiles on the east–west sides. Then one can create
a set of sandwich tiles C over ΣA × ΣB which will make striped diagonal lines. C is defined such that if a = 〈σa,N ,
σa,E , σa,S , σa,W 〉 ∈ A and b = 〈σb,N , σb,E , σb,S , σb,W 〉 ∈ B, then the sandwich tile of a and b is c = 〈(σa,N , σb,N ),
(σa,E , σb,E ), (σa,S, σb,S), (σa,W , σb,W )〉 ∈ C ⊆ (ΣA ×ΣB)4. In other words, if c is the sandwich of two tiles a and b
and c′ is the sandwich tile of a′ and b′, then c binds to c′ iff a binds to a′ and b binds to b′. Note that |C | = |A||B|.
S+16 uses the idea of sandwich tiles by sandwiching tiles that build a diagonal line with the tiles from S+n . First of
all, note that a system with two tiles can form an infinite diagonal line. Though I do not formally describe such a sys-
tem, I will call the set of two tiles that build a diagonal line Tdiagonal. (The reader may examine the yellow and magenta
tiles in Fig. 4, which under the right conditions would build a diagonal line, although they do more than just that.)
Remember that S+n had three different kinds of tiles: yellow tiles that added the i th bit to the running sum, green
tiles that added the number below to a possible carry bit, and blue tiles that counted down to the i th position and also
propagated information up. Suppose I change this set of tiles so that the blue tiles no longer count down to the i th
position, but the tile in that position is always yellow. Then I would need four blue tiles and four yellow tiles (and
the same four green tiles as before) for a total of twelve tiles. I have now almost completely designed T16; however, I
have not explained how to get the yellow tiles to form the diagonal line. To that end, I sandwich the four yellow tiles
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Fig. 4. Tile system S+16 computes the function f (a, b) = a + b and uses 16 distinct tile types. The tiles have two input sides (east and south)
and two output sides (west and north). The north side is the value of the bit, and the east side is the carry bit (a). Each tile is labeled with a 1 or
a 0 to assist the reader with reading the encoding v16. There are 16 tiles in the system (b). Given a sample input of a = 10101112 = 87, and
b = 1011012 = 45 (c), with 87 on bottom row and 45 on the rightmost column, the system fills the rectangle in the middle by adding a single bit
of y in each row. The top row reads the solution: a + b = 100001002 = 132. Note that the least significant digit is on the right and that the color
is purely to help the reader track tiles; the tiles themselves have no sense of color. Also note that the row input a has an extra 0 tile in the most
significant bit place because the sum of two n-bit numbers may be as large as n + 1 bits. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
with the two tiles in Tdiagonal to create eight tiles, represented by yellow and magenta in Fig. 4(b). The union of green,
blue, yellow, and magenta tiles makes up T16.
In other words, in addition to the green, blue, and yellow tiles, S+16 also has magenta tiles that perform two jobs:
propagating the information up just as the blue tiles and guiding the yellow diagonal line. Just as before, one of the
input numbers is coded on the bottom row and the second input number on the rightmost column of an L-configuration.
The adder adds one bit of the column number to the row number, per row. The i th bit has to be added at the i th position,
and the system uses the yellow diagonal line to compute that position. Each tile has two input sides (south and east)
and two output sides (north and west). The north side is the value of the tile and the west side is the carry bit. The tile
descriptions are easiest to read from Fig. 4(b).
For answer encoding purposes, the type of the tile is determined by the sum of the inputs, mod 2. Fig. 4(a) shows
the concepts behind the tiles, and Fig. 4(b) shows the actual 16 tiles. The 1 or 0 in the middle of the tile t is that tile’s
v(t) value.
Fig. 4(c) shows a sample seed configuration which encodes two numbers in binary: 10101112 = 87, 1011012 = 45,
just as before. Number 87 is encoded on the bottom row and number 45 is encoded on the rightmost column. There
are four tiles in Γ16, the 1 and 0 tiles for each of the inputs. Note that at the start, only one tile may attach to this
configuration because τ16 = 2 and there is only a single corner. By Corollary 2.1, S+16 produces a unique final
configuration. Fig. 4(d) shows the final configuration for the example of 87 + 45, with the solution encoded on the
top row. The row reads 100001002 which is 132 = 87 + 35. Note that in addition to the sum, the final construction
“computes” a diagonal yellow (and also a magenta) line. Just as before, because the sum of two n-bit numbers may
be as large as n + 1 bits, the row input needs to be padded with a single extra 0 tile as its most significant bit. The
column input does not need this padding.
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Fig. 5. A set of tiles that performs a left-shift on a row of 0s and 1s. In binary, a left-shift is a multiplication by 2.
Each row adds a single bit of the column input at the correct location. Theorem 2.3 follows from the logic of the
tiles (I do not bother to formally prove it here because the purpose of this system is to display ideas useful in designing
the next system, and I will prove that system’s correctness formally). By Corollary 2.2, the assembly time for adding
two n-bit numbers is Θ(n) steps. Note that |Γ16| = 4 and |T16| = 16.
2.3. Multiplier tile system
I have described two adder systems that start with an L-configuration and add a single bit per row to arrive at a
row representing the sum of two numbers. I have also described briefly how to combine the functionality of two tile
systems to produce a single tile system with properties of each of them. I will now illustrate how to combine these
ideas to create a multiplier tile system. As with the last two adders, the multiplier will produce its output on the top
row of a rectangle and allow the chaining of computations.
Observe that if b = ∑i bi2i , for bi ∈ {0, 1}, that is, the i th bit of b is bi , then the product ab can be written as
ab =∑i bia2i . That is, one can multiply a by each of the powers of 2 in b, and then add up the products. Multiplying
by two in binary is simple — it is a left-shift. Fig. 5 shows four tiles that would shift a row of 1 and 0 tiles to the left (I
do not bother to define a formal system to do this, but just show the tiles). The tiles simply “flow” the information to
the left and display the information received from the right. What is left is to add the rows representing the appropriate
powers of 2 to construct the product of two numbers. The system should, therefore, add up to n numbers, as opposed
to just 2. It is feasible to imagine such a system that on each row adds a new number to a running total, and arrives at
the sum of n numbers on the nth row. Thus I have informally described two sets of tiles: one that performs a left-shift
and one that adds a number to the running total on each row. Sandwiching these two sets of tiles produces a set of tiles
that sums up products of some input number a and powers of 2, i.e. computes
∑
i a2
i . What is left is to add minor
control to only sum up the appropriate powers of 2.
Theorem 2.4. Let Σ× = {0, 1, 00, 01, 10, 11, 20, 21}, g× = 1, τ× = 2, and T× be a set of tiles over Σ× as described
in Fig. 6(b). Then S× = 〈T×, g×, τ×〉 computes the function f (a, b) = ab.
Fig. 6 shows the tiles of S×. Fig. 7 shows an example execution of S× on a = 87 and b = 45. The input a, as before,
is encoded on the bottom row and the input b is encoded on the rightmost column. There are four special magenta
tiles which deal with the input and fill in the bottom row of the computation. These tiles are necessary because the
least significant bit of the column input is 20 and thus requires no left-shift. The blue tiles code rows that have a 0 in
the input b. These tiles perform a left-shift, but do not add the current power of 2 to the running sum. The green and
yellow tiles fill in the rows that have a 1 in the input b. Yellow tiles indicate the incoming carry bit is 0, and green
tiles indicate that bit is 1. Each tile, in addition to its binding domains, is labeled with two pieces of information:
the lower half of the tile on the i th row displays the appropriate bit of 2ia and the upper half of the tile displays the
appropriate bit of the running sum so far. The top half of the top row displays the solution. In the example, the solution
is 01111010010112 = 3915 = ab.
There are six tiles in Γ×, the 1 and 0 tiles for each of the inputs and special 0 and 1 tiles for the least significant
bit of b. Note that at the start, only one tile may attach to this configuration because τ× = 2 and there is only a single
corner.
Before, the inputs to the adder systems had to be padded with a single 0 bit. Because the product of two n-bit
numbers may be as large as 2n bits, the row input to the multiplier system needs to be padded with n extra 0 tiles. The
column input does not need this padding.
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Fig. 6. Tile system S× computes the function f (a, b) = ab and uses 28 distinct tile types. The tiles have two input sides (east and south) and two
output sides (west and north) (a). There are 24 computation tiles and four special magenta tiles for starting the computation (b). Note that the colors
are solely for the reader; the tiles themselves have no sense of color. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the Web version of this article.)
Fig. 7. An example of S×. Given a sample input of a = 10101112 = 87, and b = 1011012 = 45 (a), with 87 on bottom row and 45 on the
rightmost column, the system fills the rectangle (b). The i th row has two pieces of information: on the lower half of each tile is the value of the
appropriate bit of 2ia and on the upper half is the running sum of the products of a and powers of 2 in b smaller than or equal to i . The upper
portion of the top row reads the solution: ab = 01111010010112 = 3915 = 87 · 45. Note that the least significant digit is on the right and that the
color is purely to help the reader track tiles; the tiles themselves have no sense of color. Also note that the row input a has nb extra 0 tiles in the
most significant bit places because the product of two n-bit numbers may be as large as 2n bits. (For interpretation of the references to color in this
figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
Proof of Theorem 2.4. Consider the tile system S×. Let a and b be the numbers to multiply and let na and nb be the
sizes, in bits, of a and b, respectively. For all i ∈ N let ai , bi ∈ {0, 1} be such that a =∑i 2iai and b =∑i 2ibi .
Let Γ× = {α0 = 〈0, null, null, null〉, α1 = 〈1, null, null, null〉, β0 = 〈null, null, null, 00〉, β1 = 〈null, null, null,
10〉, ∗β0 = 〈null, null, null, 0〉, ∗β1 = 〈null, null, null, 1〉}. Then the seed configuration S : Z2 → Γ× is such that
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• ∀i = 0, . . . , na + nb − 1, S(−i,−1) = αai ,
• S(1, 0) = ∗βb0 ,
• ∀i = 1, . . . , nb − 1, S(1, i) = βbi , and
• for all other (x, y) ∈ Z2, S(x, y) = empty.
By the unique final configuration corollary (Corollary 2.1), S× produces a unique final configuration on S. Let that
configuration be F .
For those tiles with two-bit binding domains bd , let l(bd) be the first bit and r(bd) be second bit of the binding
domain. For all t ∈ T , let v(t) = r(bdN (t)). I will show that:
(1) ∀0 ≤ i < na + nb, l(bdN (F(−i, 0))) = ai and r(bdN (F(−i, 0))) = ai if b0 = 1 and 0 otherwise.
(2) ∀0 ≤ i < na + nb, ∀1 ≤ j ≤ nb − 1, all the following are true:
• l(bdN (F(−i, j))) is the i th bit of a2 j ,
• r(bdN (F(−i, j))) = biti (a(b mod 2 j+1)),
• l(bdW (F(−i, j))) =
{
0 if b j = 0
1+ cbiti+1(a(b mod 2 j ), a2 j ) otherwise ,
• r(bdW (F(−i, j))) = biti (a2 j−1)
Proof of (1) (by induction): For all 0 ≤ i < na + nb, S and F agree on (−i,−1) and (1, 0). Therefore,
bdW (F(1, 0)) = b0. I assume that bdW (F(−(i − 1), 0)) = bi−1 and I will show that bdW (F(−i, 0)) = bi ,
l(bdN (F(−i, 0))) = ai , and r(bdN (F(−i, 0))) = ai if b0 = 1 and 0 otherwise. Note that only magenta tiles
may attach in this row because they are the only ones with a single-bit east binding domain. For all such tiles
t ′, bdW (t ′) = bdE (t ′), so bdW (t ′) = b0. Also, l(bdN (t ′)) = bdS(t ′), and since F(−i,−1) = S(−i,−1) and
bdN (S(−i,−1)) = ai , it follows that l(bdN (t ′)) = ai . Finally, r(bdN (F(−i, 0))) = 1 iff bdS(t ′) = 1 and
bdE (t ′) = 1, so r(bdN (F(−i, 0))) = ai if b0 = 1 and 0 otherwise.
Proof of (2) (by induction): Base cases: ∀0 ≤ i < na + nb, l(bdN (F(−i, 0))) = ai and r(bdN (F(−i, 0))) = ai
if b0 = 1 and 0 otherwise (by (1)); ∀0 < j < nb, l(bdW (F(0, j))) = b j and r(bdW (F(0, j))) = 0. Inductive
hypothesis: I assume that
• l(bdN (F(−i, j − 1))) = biti (a2 j−1),
• r(bdN (F(−i, j − 1))) = biti (a(b mod 2 j )),
• l(bdW (F(−(i − 1), j))) =
{
0 if b j = 0
1+ cbiti (a(b mod 2 j ), a2 j ) otherwise ,
• r(bdW (F(−(i − 1), j))) = biti−1(a2 j−1).
and show that
(i) l(bdN (F(−i, j))) = biti (a2 j ),
(ii) r(bdN (F(−i, j))) = biti (a(b mod 2 j+1)),
(iii) l(bdW (F(−i, j))) =
{
0 if b j = 0
1+ cbiti+1(a(b mod 2 j ), a2 j ) otherwise
(iv) r(bdW (F(−i, j))) = biti (a2 j−1).
Let t = F(−i, j). Note that t cannot be magenta because for all j ≥ 1 only non-magenta tiles may attach.
(i): For all non-magenta tiles in position (−i, j):
l(bdN (F(−i, j))) = r(bdE (F(−i, j)))
= r(bdW (F(−(i − 1), j)))
= biti−1(a2 j−1)
= biti (a2 j ).
(ii) and (iii): There are three possible cases:
(1) (b j = 0): only a blue tile may attach in position (−i, j).
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(ii):
r(bdN (F(−i, j))) = r(bdS(F(−i, j)))
= r(bdN (F(−i, j − 1)))
= biti (a(b mod 2 j ))
= biti (a(b mod 2 j+1)), since b j = 0.
(iii): l(bdW (F(−i, j))) = 0 for all blue tiles, which is correct because b j = 0.
(2) (b j = 1 and cbiti (a(b mod 2 j ), a2 j ) = 0): only a yellow tile may attach in position (−i, j) because
l(bdW (F(−(i − 1), j))) = 1.
(ii):
r(bdN (F(−i, j))) = xor(r(bdS(F(−i, j))), r(bdE (F(−i, j))))
= xor(r(bdN (F(−i, j − 1))), r(bdW (F(−(i − 1), j))))
= xor(biti (a(b mod 2 j )), biti−1(a2 j−1))
= xor(biti (a(b mod 2 j )), biti (a2 j ))
= biti (a(b mod 2 j+1)), because the incoming cbit = 0.
(iii): For all yellow tiles,
l(bdW (F(−i, j))) = 1+ and(r(bdS(F(−i, j))), r(bdE (F(−i, j))))
= 1+ and(r(bdN (F(−i, j − 1))), r(bdW (F(−(i − 1), j))))
= 1+ and(biti (a(b mod 2 j )), biti−1(a2 j−1))
= 1+ and(biti (a(b mod 2 j )), biti (a2 j ))
= 1+ cbiti+1(a(b mod 2 j ), a2 j ).
(3) (b j = 1 and cbiti (a(b mod 2 j ), a2 j ) = 1): only a green tile may attach in position (−i, j) because
l(bdW (F(−(i − 1), j))) = 2.
(ii):
r(bdN (F(−i, j))) = 1− xor(r(bdS(F(−i, j))), r(bdE (F(−i, j))))
= 1− xor(r(bdN (F(−i, j − 1))), r(bdW (F(−(i − 1), j))))
= 1− xor(biti (a(b mod 2 j )), biti−1(a2 j−1))
= 1− xor(biti (a(b mod 2 j )), biti (a2 j ))
= biti (a(b mod 2 j+1)), because the incoming cbit = 1.
(iii): For all green tiles,
l(bdW (F(−i, j))) = 1+ or(r(bdS(F(−i, j))), r(bdE (F(−i, j))))
= 1+ or(r(bdN (F(−i, j − 1))), r(bdW (F(−(i − 1), j))))
= 1+ or(biti (a(b mod 2 j )), biti−1(a2 j−1))
= 1+ or(biti (a(b mod 2 j )), biti (a2 j ))
= 1+ cbiti (a(b mod 2 j ), a2 j ).
(iv): For all non-magenta tiles in position (−i, j):
r(bdW (F(−i, j))) = l(bdS(F(−i, j)))
= l(bdN (F(−i, j − 1)))
= biti (a2 j−1).
Thus, for all 0 ≤ i < na + nb, v(F(−i, nb − 1)) = biti (a(b mod 2nb )) = biti (ab). For all j ∈ N, let
os1( j) = (− j,−1), os2( j) = (1, j), and o f ( j) = (− j, nb). Because ab is no larger than na + nb bits, it follows that
S× computes f (a, b) = ab. 
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By the assembly time corollary (Corollary 2.2), the assembly time for this system isΘ(na+nb). Note that |Γ×| = 6
and |T×| = 28.
3. Contributions
The tile assembly model is a formal model of self-assembly and crystal growth. I explored what it means for a
system to compute a function. In other research studying such systems, two measurements arise as the important
quantities: the number of tile types and the assembly speed of the computation. I adopted these measurements for
their counterparts for systems that compute functions: the number of input tile types, the number of computation tile
types, and the assembly speed of the computation. I explored these measurements for systems that add and multiply. I
demonstrated an 8-computational-tile system for computing f (a, b) = a + b and a 28-computational-tile system for
computing f (a, b) = ab. Both systems use Θ(1) input tiles and compute in Θ(n) steps.
The theoretical analysis of systems that can assemble shapes or compute simpler functions [19,2,5,13] has led to
experimental manifestations of such systems using DNA tiles [11,17]. While most DNA computation suffers from
high error rates, self-assembly has yielded results in error correction [21,9,12,18] that may be used to decrease the
error rates. Most experimental results in DNA computation have not appealed to the advantages of crystal growth;
however, these early works on the fundamentals of self-assembly and the physical experimental evidence of actual
DNA crystals suggest a bright future for DNA computation.
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